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Abstract— We present the design, modelling, and control
of a novel morphing multi-rotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) that we call the OmniMorph. The morphing ability
allows the platform to switch between different configurations
to achieve the required task. The uni-directional thrust (UDT)
configuration can be used for energy-efficient navigation, while
fully-actuated (FA) and omni-directional (OD) configurations
can be used for full pose tracking and make the platform
assume any orientation while compensating the gravity. The
platform is equipped with eight bi-directional propellers that
are actively tilted in a synchronized fashion using only one
additional degree of actuation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade design, perception, and control of
aerial robotics evolved substantially when it comes to the
functionalities and capabilities of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) indoors or outdoors. Research now considers the use
of UAVs as Aerial Robotic Manipulators that can interact
physically with the environment [1] and humans [2], where
contact-based inspection [3], object manipulation [4], and
assisting human workers [5] are some of the typical tasks.
This led to the development of multi-rotor aerial vehicles
(MRAVs) and the exploration of new designs different from
the popular underactuated multirotor design that uses fixed
coplanar/collinear propellers (i.e., quadrotors, hexarotors,
and their variants). The new designs are based on choosing
the number, position, and orientation of the propellers to
provide the multirotor with different actuation properties and
abilities to achieve a specific task [6].

In [7], a novel metric to assess the omnidirectional prop-
erty of a generic multi-rotor aerial vehicle was presented.
This metric is calculated numerically from the force set of
the platform, and as such rely on the platform geometry
and thrusters; moreover, it allows a direct assessment of a
platform’s omnidirectional property given its weight. [7] also
showed the use of this metric in the process of upgrading the
design presented in [8], by placing the propellers on a virtual
sphere centered around the platform’s center of mass (CoM)
instead of the same plane with the platform’s CoM.
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Recently, several works addressed the design of omnidi-
rectional multirotors and presented working prototypes. Each
of those designs relied on a different actuation strategy to
achieve omnidirectional flight. We categorize them into three
main types.

The first type uses fixedly tilted bi-directional propellers
(which generate thrust on both sides of the spinning direc-
tion, by inverting the sense of rotation). The authors in [9]
presented one of the first omnidirectional prototypes, where
they placed eight bi-directional propellers on the edges of a
cube. The novelty of their design is the optimization-based
placement and orientation of the propellers, where the cube
shape was chosen to ensure a rotation-invariant inertia tensor.
Another omnidirectional design with fixed propellers was
presented in [10] and [11], achieving omnidirectional wrench
generation with six and eight bi-directional propellers, re-
spectively.

The second type, like the design proposed in [12], opti-
mizes the orientation of fixed uni-directional propellers (i.e.,
able to produce thrust on only one side of the spinning
direction, or in other words, to rotate in only one sense) to
achieve omnidirectionality while balancing the lift among the
different propellers and aiming for a sphere-like shape of the
corresponding force set. In fact, [12] showed that the minimal
number of 7 (seven) uni-directional propellers is necessary
to achieve omnidirectional position and orientation tracking.
Later, [8] presented a working prototype of the design with
experiments.

The third type relies on a morphing design. It uses uni-
or bi-directional propellers which are actively tilted by servo
motors. [13] propose a quadrotor with propellers individually
tilting about their radial axis. The authors of [14] presented
an omnidirectional platform, consisting of a hexarotor design
with each propeller rotating about its radial axis. Another
version of their design was presented in [15], in which
double propeller groups were used, two propellers rotating
in opposite directions on each rotation axis to increase the
platform efficiency, payload capacity, in addition to increased
force bounds along different directions.

The advantage of the third design approach relies on the
possibility to optimize the energy consumed for a given
desired orientation, which is obtained by aligning as much
as possible the propeller spinning directions for a given
orientation. This also allows balancing dexterity and energy
efficiency based on the needs imposed by specific tasks [16]
[17]. Indeed, the configuration in which all the directions are
aligned is more energetically efficient. In that configuration,
the propeller forces are all parallel to each other while in the
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other configurations there are propeller forces that cancel
each other without actively contributing to the motion. This
configuration is however not always possible. This is the
price paid to achieve multi/omni-directionality.

Fixed-propeller multirotors in [9], [10], [8] can be con-
trolled by (pseudo)inverting the wrench map between the
propellers’ speeds and the total body wrench. The system
is affine in the control inputs and the tilting angles of the
propellers are constant design parameters. A similar control
approach is used in [11], where a different rotor input allo-
cation is proposed, based on the infinity-norm minimization;
in this way, propellers’ speed constraints are implicitly taken
into account. To control the third type of omnidirectional
platforms, feedback linearization at the jerk level has been
proposed [13]. With the time-differentiation, the system is
affine in the (new) control inputs, but the control law requires
the full allocation matrix to be non-singular.

In this work, we overcome some of the limitations of
existing designs and controls of omnidirectional platforms.
Specifically, the contributions of this work are as follows.

• A novel omnidirectional platform design concept, the
OmniMorph, is proposed. The platform belongs to the
third type described in this section and exploits the
synchronized drive of all propellers by only one servo
motor, so to keep at the bare minimum the additional
payload used to host additional servo motors.

• The actuation properties of the OmniMorph are formally
studied.

• A novel control method is proposed for multi-rotors
with actively and synchronously tilting propellers. Com-
pared to the state of the art, the proposed controller
allows automatic transitions between underactuated and
omnidirectional configurations; furthermore, it accounts
for input constraints, only indirectly handled through
redundancy resolution in the literature [13].

• The proposed design and controller are tested in a
realistic simulation environment.

II. OMNIMORPH DESIGN AND MODEL

A. Concept and Design

The OmniMorph platform consists of 8 bi-directional
propellers attached to the main body frame, placed on the
vertices of a cube centered at the CoM. Each propeller can
tilt around an axis that lies along the edge of the cube. All
propellers tilt in a synchronized way as all are attached to
a single extra actuation unit (tilting mechanism) driven by
only one servo motor. Hence, all propellers always have
the same angle around the respective rotation axes. The
concept of synchronized tilting has been previously used in a
fully-actuated but not omnidirectional platform in [16], [17].
The change in the orientation of the propellers (morphing),
enables the platform to switch between different actuation
capabilities. When all rotors are parallel to each other (i.e.
titling angle α equal to zero) the generated thrust can be only
produced along one axis, making the vehicle underactuated
(UA)—see Figure 1 left. In this case, the platform is,

Fig. 1: The OmniMorph: UA configuration (left) and OD configu-
ration (right).

from the actuation point of view, equivalent to the standard
underactuated quadrotor, hexarotor, and so on: only 4 DoFs
are independently controlled, the 3D position and the heading
angle. This configuration is the most energetically efficient
and it is recommended in tasks in which the control of the
full orientation or full wrench is not essential.

As the tilting angle α of the propeller deviates from zero,
the total thrust can be generated in all three orthogonal
directions, to a certain extent, depending on the tilting
configuration. Ultimately, the vehicle can assume an OD
configuration similar to the vehicle developed in [9]—see
Figure 1, right. Such a configuration allows controlling the
6D full pose of the vehicle.

B. Model of the OmniMorph

We define an inertial frame as a set of an origin and
three orthogonal axes: FW : {OW ,xW ,yW , zW }. Simi-
larly, we define a reference frame attached to the robot,
FB : {OB ,xB ,yB , zB} where the origin, OB , is coincident
with the robot Center of Mass (CoM). The position of OB in
FW is indicated as p and its attitude is expressed compactly
as R :=W RB .1

Also, we define a frame attached to each propeller
Fpi

: {Opi
,xi,yi, zi}. The origin Opi

corresponds to the
center of the i-th propeller. The vector between OB and
Opi is ppi . The axis zi is chosen parallel to the line about
which the brushless motor and the propeller rotate, called
the spinning axis of the i-th propeller. The axis yi is chosen
perpendicular to both zi and ppi

. The remaining axis is
xi = yi × zi.

The main quantities are defined in Table I. The dynamic
equations of the robot, expressed as Newton-Euler equations
of an actuated rigid body, are as follows, where the trans-
lational dynamics is expressed in the inertial frame and the
rotational dynamics in the body frame. We indicate as ω the
angular velocity of FB w.r.t FW expressed in FB , with m
the robot mass, and with J ∈ R3×3 its rotational inertia.

[
mI3 03

03 J

] [
p̈
ω̇

]
=

[
−mge3
−ω × Jω

]
+

[
R 03

03 I3

] [
fB
B

τB
B

]
(1)

1In general, we indicate as ARA′ the rotation from frame FA to F
A′ .



The rotational kinematics of the robot is:

Ṙ = R[ω]×. (2)

fB
B and τB

B are the total force and torque applied to the
CoM, expressed in FB .

Each rotor produces a thrust force and a drag moment
which we model, similarly to [18], as follows.

fi = cfwi|wi|zi, τdi
= kicτwi|wi|zi, (3)

where cf , cτ > 0 are the thrust and drag coefficient, respec-
tively, and wi is a scalar with a module equal to the norm of
the propeller angular velocity and a sign defined such that
wi > 0 when the thrust produced by the propeller has the
same direction of zi. The drag moment is always opposite
to the angular velocity of the propeller; as a consequence,
ki = −1 for propellers with descending chord (i.e., pro-
ducing thrust in the same direction of the angular velocity,
also called ‘counterclockwise’) and ki = +1 for propellers
with ascending chord (i.e., producing thrust in the opposite
direction of the angular velocity, also called ‘clockwise’).

The applied body forces and torques are the result of all
actuation units (rotors) and their orientation:

fB
B =

n∑
i=1

fB
i =

n∑
i=1

BRpi
e3fi (4)

τB
B =

n∑
i=1

τB
fi + τB

di
=

n∑
i=1

pB
pi

× fB
i + kic

τ
ff

B
i

=

n∑
i=1

([pB
pi
]× + kic

τ
fI3)

BRpi
e3fi

(5)

where cτf = cτ/cf . We indicated with fB
i the thrust force of

the i-th propeller expressed in FB , and with τB
fi

and τB
di

the
torque produced by the same propeller’s thrust at the body
CoM and the effect of the propeller’s drag torque at the body
CoM, respectively.

Note that the orientation of each rotor w.r.t to the body
frame consists of two parts; a fixed rotation and an elemen-
tary rotation around the x-axis due to the single morphing

Definition Symbol
inertial (world) frame FW : {OW ,xW ,yW , zW } FW
UAV body fixed frame (CoM) FB : {OB ,xB ,yB , zB} FB
ith rotor (propeller) frame Fpi

: {Opi ,xi,yi, zi} Fpi
position of OB in FW p = WpB

rotation between FB and FW R = WRB
angular velocity of FB w.r.t FW expressed in FB ω
position of Opi w.r.t OB in FB pB

pi
rotation from FB to Fpi

BRpi
mass of the UAV m
inertia matrix of the UAV w.r.t to OB expressed in FB J
gravity acceleration g
ith vector of the canonical basis of R3, i = 1, 2, 3 ei
identity matrix of order 3 I3 ∈ R3×3

TABLE I: Symbols and definitions

angle α:
BRpi

= BRhi
Rx(α) (6)

We call u the input of the system, consisting of the single
morphing angle α and the rotor speeds contained in the
vector uw such that

uw = [uw1 · · ·uwn ]
⊤ = [w1|w1| · · ·wn|wn|]⊤ ∈ Rn. (7)

Hence, one has u =
[
u⊤
w α

]⊤ ∈ R9. Based on (4) and (5),
we have that the body wrench is

w(u) =

[
fB
B

τB
B

]
= A(α)uω, (8)

where A(α) is the so called wrench map.

C. Actuation Properties

First, we define the full allocation matrix F(u) ∈ R6×9

as in [6]:
F(u) =

[
F1(α) F2(uω, α)

]
(9)

with F1(α) = ∂w
∂uw

(α) ∈ R6×8,F2(u) = ∂w
∂uα

(u) ∈ R6.

Note that, for (8), F1 = A(α) and F2 = ∂(A(α)uw)
∂α

Following the method provided in [6], we study the actuation
properties of the platform by looking at the rank of F(u) in
(9). When rank(F(u)) = 6, the platform is fully actuated,
possibly omnidirectional. Whenever rank(F(u)) < 6, the
platform in underactuated.

First, we note that the matrix is 6 × 9, composed by
F2(u) ∈ R6×1 and by F1(α) ∈ R6×8, which is the the
static allocation matrix, because it represents the allocation
matrix if we keep the servo motor angle fixed. Studying the
rank of the static allocation matrix, F1(α), helps us study
the rank of the full allocation matrix, F(u). We can state the
following:

• rank(F1(α)) = 4 is a sufficient condition for the plat-
form to be underactuated: the rank of the full allocation
matrix F(u) can be at most 5 < 6.

• rank(F1(α)) = 6 is a sufficient condition for the system
to be fully actuated;

• If rank(F1(α)) = 5, the full-/under-actuation needs
further analysis of F2(u) ∈ R6×1 in relation to F1(α).

We study the rank of F1(α) for various values of α:

rank(F1(α)) =


4 if α = 0 + kπ, k ∈ N
5 if α = π

2

6 otherwise

(10)

So, from what has been said so far, the OmniMorph is
underactuated for α = 0. However, rank(F(uw, 0)) = 5 if
uw ̸= 0 and that not all uwi are equal to each other, i.e., the
total wrench can be instantaneously changed on a ‘reduced’
five-dimensional manifold.

For α = π/2, the OmniMorph results fully actuated
(rank(F(uw, π/2)) = 6 provided that uw ̸= 0. An intuitive
interpretation is provided in the following. When α = π/2,
all propellers’ thrusts are on the same plane in FB . The
yaw can be controlled as the individual thrusts generate a



α = 0 α = π
2

α ̸= π
2
, π, 0

Underactuated Fully Actuated unless uω = 0 Fully Actuated, Redundant

TABLE II: Actuation properties for different values of α. Grey circles are the propellers’ planes. Each is associated with a local frame,
and a body-fixed frame is in the middle of the robot. The RGB convention is used to indicate the x-, y-, and z- axis, respectively. The
direction of the thrust produced by the individual propellers is represented with a thick black arrow.

torque around the vertical axis of the robot. The pitch and roll
are controlled thanks to the drag moment of the propellers.
The position in the horizontal plane is clearly controlled by
the thrust, but the position along zB is not. As soon as
α changes, the propellers’ thrusts have a component in the
vertical direction as well, which gives controllability of the
vertical position, unless the propellers’ thrusts are actually
zero (mathematically, uw = 0). In that case, rank(F(u)) = 5
as F2(u, α)) = 0. Please note that even if the platform is
fully actuated it might not be able to fly properly because the
propeller thrust intensity may be not large enough to sustain
the platform’s weight.

Eventually, for all other values of α, the platform is fully
actuated. A schematic summary of the OmniMorph actuation
properties is in Table II. For sufficiently large values of α,
the polygon of the achievable forces contains a sphere whose
radius corresponds to the weight of the platform: the robot
can sustain its weight in any orientation.

The full allocation matrix is reported in the following for
the sake of completeness:

F =
1

cf



−sα 0 sα 0
0 −sα 0 sα
cα cα cα cα

Lcα − cτsα
cf

Lcα + Lsα
cτsα
cf

− Lcα −Lcα − Lsα
−Lcα − Lsα Lcα + cτsα

cf
Lcα + Lsα −Lcα − cτsα

cf

Lsα + cτ cα
cf

Lsα − cτ cα
cf

Lsα + cτ cα
cf

Lsα − cτ cα
cf

sα 0 −sα 0
0 sα 0 −sα
cα cα cα cα

Lcα + cτsα
cf

Lcα + Lsα −Lcα − cτsα
cf

−Lcα − Lsα
−Lcα − Lsα Lcα − cτsα

cf
Lcα + Lsα

cτsα
cf

− Lcα
cτ cα
cf

− Lsα −Lsα − cτ cα
cf

cτ cα
cf

− Lsα −Lsα − cτ cα
cf

∂w

∂α


D. Power Consumption Analysis

To analyze the power consumption of the OmniMorph, let
us compute the input needed to enforce the static equilibrium
when the platform is hovering with orientation R = I3, this
can be done by inverting (8) as

uh
w(α,m) = (A(α))

†
[
mge3
0

]
. (11)

The power consumed by each brushless motor is equal
to the scalar product between the motor torque and its
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Fig. 2: For a given fixed propeller tilting angle αf , a morphing
design is convenient provided that the relative mass of the tilting
mechanism is lower than ∆̄m

angular velocity. Given that in hovering we can approximate
the motor torque with the drag moment and that the drag
moment is always opposing the angular velocity, we can
write the power consumed by the i-th brushless motor as
P (uwi) = ∥τdi∥|wi| = cτ |wi|3 = cτ |uwi |3/2. The total
power consumed by all the motors is then

Ptot(uw) =

8∑
i=1

P (uwi
) = cτ

8∑
i=1

|uwi
|3/2. (12)

Therefore, Ptot(u
h
w(α,m)) represents the power consumed

at hovering by a platform with a certain mass m and a given
tilting angle α.

Let us now write the robot’s mass as follows: m =
m0(1 + ∆m), where ∆m is the ratio between the mass of
the propeller tilting mechanism and m0, which is the mass
of all other components. Consider a multirotor in which a
certain level of dexterity is obtained by tilting the propellers
by a fixed angle αf . We ask ourselves which is the critical
relative mass of a tilting mechanism, ∆̄m, below which a
morphing design is convenient for such a platform, taking
into account that the morphing design can hover with α = 0
but will have ∆m > 0. To answer this question, we compute



numerically ∆m(α) as the solution of the following implicit
relation between ∆m and α

Ptot(u
h
w(0,m0(1 + ∆̄m)) = Ptot(u

h
w(αf ,m0)).

The values of ∆̄m as a function of αf for the OmniMorph are
reported in Figure 2. Clearly, for αf = 0, namely when no
dexterity is required from the fixed-propeller platform, which
is then a standard uni-directional platform, one has that
∆̄m = 0. On the other side already for a needed α of 10 deg
then the use of a morphing platform is more power efficient
even for a weight of the tilting mechanism that constitutes
up to 25% of all the other components. Omnidirectionality
requires approximately α ≥ 30deg, which tells us that
a morphing platform is more power efficient than a non-
morphing one even for a weight of the tilting mechanism
that constitutes up to 40% of all the other components’. Note
that the minimum α to attain omnidirectioality depends on
the maximum motor speed, on the propeller type, and the
mass of the vehicle. We are considering here the same bi-
directional propellers as in [19] with the same maximum
motor speed and a mass m0 = 1.128kg equal to the mass
of the OmniMorph without any tilting mechanism.

III. CONTROL

This section introduces a control law that allows the gf
OmniMorph to follow a desired 6D trajectory switching be-
tween the underactuated and the fully actuated configurations
to account for the minimization of trajectory tracking error
and the minimization of the input uw.

Let us define q̈ = [p̈⊤, ω̇⊤]⊤. Given a reference trajectory
for the UAV, indicated through the superscript (·)d, we
compute the reference acceleration of the robot, call it q̈r,
using a PD feedback control plus a feedforward term. The
following desired input acceleration is obtained:

q̈r =

[
p̈d +Kp1ėp +Kp2ep
ω̇d +Kω1eω +Kω2eR,

]
(13)

where eR = 1
2 [R

⊤Rd −Rd⊤R]∨, with ∨ from so(3) to R3

being the inverse of the hat map [20], ep = pd − p, and
eω = ωd − ω.

We now design an inner control loop to track q̈r thanks
to suitable inputs α∗ and u∗

w, chosen as the solution to:

min
α,uw, q̈

J1 + J2 + J3

s.t. Mq̈ = µ+ JRF(α)uw,

Cuw < b,

− ϵα ≤ α− α∗
k−1 ≤ ϵα

(14)

where the cost function is composed of three terms:
J1 = ||uw||2W1

is to minimize the norm of the input,
J2 = ||q̈r − q̈||2W2

to ensure tracking of the desired trajec-
tory, and J3 = ||uw − u∗

w,k−1||2W3
to minimize the pro-

peller spinning accelerations. The quantities α∗
k−1 and

u∗
w,k−1 are the solution of the optimization problem (14)

at the previous time step. || · ||Wi is the 2-norm weighted
by the positive definite weight matrix Wi. Alternatively, if

the bounds on the propeller accelerations are identified, as
in [21], J3 could be also expressed as a unilateral constraint.

The equality constraint in (14) is the system’s dy-
namics, where we have indicated the inertia matrix as

M =

[
mI3 03

03 J

]
, the vector of the gravity and Coriolis

terms as µ =

[
−mge3
−ω × Jω

]
, and JR =

[
R 03

03 I3

]
; the second,

unilateral, constraint in (14) expresses the input constraint,
where C, b are properly defined constant quantities; the last
constraint is on the rate of change of α. The maximum rate
of change ϵα is here defined as symmetric but in the general
case they may also be non-symmetric and the analysis still
holds.

Please note that J1 has an equivalent effect to minimizing
the norm of the drag moments, as it differs from the input
norm by a constant coefficient.

In order to solve problem (14), which is not a QP problem
because the first constraint is nonlinear in the optimization
variables, we proceed as follows. Consider the following QP
problem for a fixed value of α, indicated as ᾱ.

min
uw, q̈

J1 + J2 + J3

s.t. Mq̈ = µ+ JRF(ᾱ)uw,

Cuw < b

(15)

Problem (15) is now a QP problem as α is not an optimiza-
tion variable anymore, and, as a consequence, the bilateral
constraint is linear in the optimization variables.

At each time step, we solve (15) three times for three
different values of ᾱ = {α∗

k−1 − ϵα, α
∗
k−1, α

∗
k−1 + ϵα}.

Hence, at each time step, we pick the solutions α∗ and u∗
w

that correspond to the lowest value of the cost function.
Please note that, in principle, the selection of the parameter

ᾱ ∈ [α∗
k−1− ϵα, α

∗
k−1+ ϵα] may be done following different

methods. Here we proposed a simple method that allows
keeping the value of the tilting angle constant or changing it
in the two possible directions accounting for the bound on
the variation of α. Other approaches such as an exhaustive
search or more efficient sampling algorithms are possibilities,
and their assessment is left for future work.

Note that, by tuning the weights Wi, the control input
negotiates between low input effort and low tracking error.
We recall that, thanks to its redundancy, the robot is able to
follow a certain desired trajectory with different values of
the control inputs.

IV. SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulations have been carried out using
a URDF description of the OmniMorph and ODE
physics engine in Gazebo. The control software has been
implemented in Matlab-Simulink. The interface between
Matlab and Gazebo is managed by a Gazebo-genom3
plugin2. A Simulink s-function embedding qpOases QP
solver3 has been used for the optimization problem.

2https://git.openrobots.org/projects/mrsim-gazebo
3https://github.com/coin-or/qpOASES

https://git.openrobots.org/projects/mrsim-gazebo
https://github.com/coin-or/qpOASES


The mass and inertia of the robot are m = 1.3150 kg
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(a) Desired position
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(b) Desired attitude expressed as a rotation around xW

(c) Case A: in orange line; Case B: blue line

and J = diag(1.16 · 10−2, 1.13 · 10−2, 1.13 · 10−2)Nms2

The other parameters are Kp1 = diag(60, 60, 60) s−1,
Kp2 = diag(100, 100, 150) s−2, Kω1 = diag(60, 60, 2)s−1,
Kω2 = diag(300, 300, 20) s−2, W3 = 10−5I8. The tilting
angle α is saturated at 60 deg, a value sufficient to reach
the omnidirectionality, as it will be in the real robot.

We show two different simulation scenarios, let us refer
to them as Case A and Case B, in which the robot’s
desired trajectory is the same, but the optimization gains
are different. Especially, the trajectory includes moving
upwards/downwards, translating with a tilted attitude, and
rotating by 360 degrees on the spot—see Figures 3a and
3b. It has been chosen to cover the whole spectrum of the
actuation modes: the vertical motion with constant upward
orientation is feasible in the underactuated mode, the lateral
translations with constant upward orientation require full
actuation, and the full 360 deg rotation on the spot about
a horizontal axis requires omnidirectionality.

What distinguishes the two scenarios is that Case A is

characterized by a lower weight on the input, W1, and a
higher weight on the tracking error, W2, than Case B.

The optimization weights for Case A are W1 = 10−8I8
and W2 = diag(3 · 106, 3 · 106, 3 · 106, 103, 103, 103). The
optimization weights for Case B are W1 = 10−5I8 and
W2 = diag(3 · 104, 3 · 104, 3 · 104, 1, 1, 1).

In Figure 3c, we report a comparison between the results
of the two simulation scenarios. One can appreciate as in
Case A the robot performs better in terms of tracking (mean
square position and attitude errors are, respectively, 0.011 cm
and 0.008), at the expenses of a higher motor torque; the
tilting angle is increased and kept at the highest value along
the task execution. On the contrary, in Case B, the errors
are higher (mean square position and attitude errors are,
respectively, 0.031m and 0.011), but the motor torque is, as
expected, lower, and the propeller tilting angle is decreased
as soon as the robot only moves vertically (as soon as
the underactuated mode is enough to perform the desired
motion); the efficiency is better in Case B with a total
consumed energy of 1151.4 J against 2042.1 J in Case A,
which guarantees an increase of the flight time of about 70%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented the design of the OmniMorph, a novel
morphing multirotor that can range between omnidirection-
ality and underactuation thanks to actively tilting propellers.
The design leverages one single servomotor to synchronously
tilt all the propellers, thus reducing the mechanical com-
plexity and the additional payload. The dynamics model
was presented, and the actuation properties depending on
the propeller tilting angles were studied. Hence, a controller
was proposed to negotiate between input effort and tracking
performance. Simulations in a realistic Gazebo environment
were presented.

In the future, experiments on the real prototype will be
carried out, and predictive controllers will be tested. Equip-
ping the OmniMorph with physical interaction capabilities
in an interesting future direction.
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